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Abstract 
A class W* of graphs for which the vertex packing problem can be solved in polynomial 
time is described. Graphs in V* can be obtained from bipartite graphs and claw-free graphs by 
repeated substitutions. A forbidden subgraphs characterization of the class V‘ is given. 
Keywords: Homogeneous sets; Substitution; Vertex packing 
1. Introduction 
We use the standard graph-theoretical terminology as in [2,3]. Our graphs will 
always be finite, undirected, loopless, and connected. A stable set in a graph is a 
set of pairwise nonadjacent vertices. The vertex packing problem for a graph G is 
to find a stable set S in G such that CjEs wj is maximum, where wj is a positive 
real number assigned to vertex j. If, for each vertex j, wj = 1 then the vertex packing 
problem is called stable set problem. 
The vertex packing problem is NP-hard for general graphs. In fact, many restricted 
cases, such as the stable set problem on triangle-free graphs [ 131 and cubic planar 
graphs [7], are also NP-hard. On the other hand, polynomially bounded algorithms are 
known for some classes of graphs. This is the case of claw-free graphs [lo, 12, 141 and 
perfect graphs [8]. 
The goal of this paper is to find classes of graphs for which the vertex packing 
problem can be solved in polynomial time. In the remaining of this section we give 
some definitions that will be used in this paper. 
The set of vertices adjacent to a vertex v in a graph is denoted by N(v). Let Q 
be a set of vertices in some graph G and let v be a vertex outside Q. Vertex v is 
called Q-universal if Q 2 N(v), Q-null if Q f’N(v) = 8, and Q-partial if it is neither 
Q-universal nor Q-null. The set Q is a homogeneous set in G if there are no Q-partial 
vertices, there are at least two vertices in Q, and there is at least one vertex outside Q. 
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Finding a homogeneous set in G (if any) can be accomplished efficiently in linear time 
P, 111. 
Substitution of a graph Gi for a vertex v of a graph GZ consists of taking a dis- 
joint union of Gi and G2 - v, and adding an edge between every vertex of Gi and 
every vertex of G2 - v that was a neighbour of v in G2. Note that a graph contains 
a homogeneous set if and only if it arises by substitution from two of its proper in- 
duced subgraphs. The concepts of homogeneous set and substitution were used by other 
authors; see, for instance, [4-6, Ill. 
A claw is the graph with vertices a, b,c,d and edges ab,ac,ad; the vertex a is 
called the center of the claw. A diamond is the graph with vertices a, b, c, d and edges 
ab, ac, bc, bd, cd. An odd hole is a chordless cycle whose length is odd and at least 
five. Finally, an odd apple is the union of an odd hole and a vertex which is adjacent 
to precisely one vertex in the hole. 
2. Nice classes 
Let $7 be a class of graphs; define %* to be the class of graphs that can be obtained 
from graphs in %? by repeated substitution. Clearly, 55’ c V. Call the class V nice, if 
we can certify in polynomial time its membership. 
Let % be a nice class of graphs and let G = ( V,E) be an arbitrary graph. Consider 
the following question: 
does G belong to the class W? (1) 
We shall show that we can answer to question (1) in polynomial time whenever a 
forbidden subgraphs characterization f %?* is known. Hence we shall assume that such 
a characterization is known. Note that we are not requiring that such a characterization 
has to be tested in polynomial time. 
For this purpose, we first check whether G belongs to % (this can be accomplished 
in polynomial time since % is nice); if GE%? then G is also in %?* and we are done. 
Hence, assume that G $ V. Clearly, if G has no homogeneous set then we can conclude 
that G # V’, and we are done. 
Now, let S be an arbitrary homogeneous set in G; let Gi be the subgraph of G 
induced by S and let GZ be the subgraph of G induced by ( V - S) U {v} where v is 
any vertex in S. Note that G can be obtained by substitution of Gi for the vertex v 
in G2. Clearly, if both graphs Gi and Gz belong to V (and this can be verified in 
polynomial time since 59 is nice) then we can conclude that the graph G is in V*, and 
we are done. 
Hence, we can assume that at least one of Gi and G2, say Gi, does not belong to 5%‘. 
Check whether Gi contains a homogeneous set. If not, clearly, Gi does not belong to 
V*, and so, it contains one of the forbidden subgraphs F listed in the characterization 
of %?*; but then G also contains F, thus implying that G # V*. Otherwise, if Gi contains 
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a homogeneous set we can proceed further in the decomposition till one of the previous 
cases is verified. 
Since the all procedure takes polynomial time, it follows that V?* is a nice class. 
In fact, we can say something more: if we can solve in polynomial time the vertex 
packing problem for all graphs in V, then we can also solve in polynomial time the 
vertex packing problem for all graphs in V*. To see this, we only need show that if 
a graph G = (V,E) can be obtained by substitution from two graphs Gi and Gz, and 
if the vertex packing problem is easy for both Gr and Gz, then the vertex packing 
problem is also easy for the graph G. 
For this purpose, let / VI = n and let (WI,. . . , w,,) be a vector of positive (real) weights 
assigned to the vertices of G. By assumption, G can be obtained by substitution from 
G1 and G?; without loss of generality, we may assume that Gi is the subgraph of G 
induced by some homogeneous set S of G, and so G2 is the subgraph of G induced by 
(V-S)U {k}, h w ere k is an arbitrary vertex in S. Now, to every vertex j of Gt, assign 
the weight w: with wi = wj. By assumption, we can easily find a stable set in Gi, say 
Si, of maximum weight; let W, be its weight. To every vertex j of GZ with j # k, 
assign the weight WY = wj and to vertex k assign the weight wi = Wt. By assumption, 
we can easily find a stable set in Gz, say SZ, of maximum weight; let II5 be its weight. 
Now, it is easy to verify that a stable set 2 of maximum weight in G is given by the 
set S2, if k $!Sz, and by S1 U SZ, if k E Sl; moreover, CjEz wj = WZ. Hence, we have 
shown that the vertex packing problem is polynomially solvable for the graph G. 
It is then of interest to study classes V corresponding to nice classes %? of graphs 
for which we know how to solve efficiently the vertex packing problem. In particular, it 
is interesting to give a forbidden subgraphs characterization of graphs in these classes. 
In [6] the class %’ was chosen as the class of graphs that are bipartite, or odd holes, 
or do not contain the complement of a diamond; and a complete characterization of 
the graphs in the corresponding class %?’ by forbidden subgraphs was given. 
In this paper the class ‘?? is the class of graphs that are claw-free or bipartite. 
Clearly, %? is a nice class; moreover, the vertex packing problem is easy on both claw- 
free graphs and bipartite graphs. Hence, for all graphs that arise by substitution from 
claw-free graphs and bipartite graphs, the vertex packing problem can be solved in 
polynomial time, as long as a forbidden subgraphs characterization is known for such 
graphs. The purpose of this paper is to give such a characterization. 
Note that graphs in %?* can be recognized in 0(n3.4), where 12 denotes the number of 
vertices. Indeed, testing whether a graph contains a homogeneous set or it is bipartite 
can be accomplished in linear time. Furthermore, testing whether a graph is triangle-free 
can be accomplished in O(n2.4) time via matrix multiplication [l, 91; hence, applying 
this to the complement of the graph for every non-neighbourhood yields an 0(n3.4) 
recognition algorithm for claw-free graphs, and so for graphs in %*. 
Theorem 2.1. Every graph G has precisely one of the following two properties: 
(i) G can be obtained from claw-free graphs and bipartite graphs by repeated 
substitutions; 




F4 = F3 
(ii) G contains an odd apple or one of the graphs F, (i = 1,. . . “12) in Fig. 1 or 
one of the graphs Ki (i > 1) in Fig. 2. 
3. Proofs of the results 
To prove Theorem 2.1, we need several intermediate results. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a graph containing both a claw and a triangle; let G be such 
that, for every vertex x, G - x contains no claw or contains no triangle. Then G 
satis$es precisely one of the following three properties: 
(I> G contains a claw that overlaps in two vertices with some triangle in G; 
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(2) G is one of the graphs fi (i= 1,6,13,14) in Fig. 1, or one of the graphs H, 
(i = 1,2) in Fig. 3, or the graph G7 in Fiy. 4; 
(3) G is the graph Go in Fig. 5. 
Proof. Let G be a graph satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma. Let T denote the 
set of vertices of a triangle in G and let C = {a, b,c,d} denote the set of vertices of 
a claw in G with center in a. Since, for every vertex x, G - x contains no claw or 
contains no triangle, the set of vertices of G is the union of C and T. 
Assume that G fails to satisfy (1). If T includes a, we immediately get a contradiction 
with the assumption that (1) does not hold. If T includes b or c or d, then every vertex 
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in T is adjacent to at most one vertex in C and is not adjacent to a (otherwise (1) 
holds). But then G is an F; (i = 1,6) or a G7 or an Ht. Otherwise, every triangle in G 
and every claw in G have an empty intersection, and so every vertex in T is adjacent 
to at most one vertex in C and is nonadjacent to u, and every vertex in C is adjacent 
to at most one vertex in T. But then G is an 4 (i= 13,14) or an H2 or a Go. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a graph containing both a claw and a triangle. If both G and 
its complement are connected then G contains an odd apple, or one of the graphs fi 
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(i = 1,. . . ,7) in Fig. 1, or one of the graphs Gi (i = 1,. . . ,15), or one of the graphs 
Hi (ial). 
Proof. Let G be a minimal graph (with respect to the number of vertices) satisfying 
the hypotheses of the lemma. 
If for every vertex x, G - x is triangle-free or claw-free then by Lemma 3.1, either 
G has precisely five vertices or G is an fi (i = 1,6,13,14) or a Gi (i = 0,7) or an Hi 
(i = 1,2). But Fi3 and Fi4 contain an odd apple, and Go is not connected; furthermore, 
it is easy to verify that no graph with five vertices satisfies the hypotheses of the 
lemma. 
Otherwise, there exists a vertex y such that G - y contains both a claw and a 
triangle. By the minimality of G, at least one of G - y and G - y is disconnected. 
Case 1: G - y is disconnected. 
To prove the theorem in Case 1, we shall show that -d contains an z (i = 2,3,4,5,7) 
or a G; (i= l,..., 15) (see Figs. 1 and 4). For this purpose, let i? denote the set of 
edges of G. Since G - y contains a claw, some component L of G - y contains a 
triangle; let R denote the set of the remaining vertices in G - y, and let N and A4 
denote the set of the neighbours of y in L and R, respectively. 
First, we may assume that 
no vertex in R is at distance greater than two from y. 
To see this, assume the contrary: there exists in R a vertex f at distance greater 
than two from y. Let T denote the set of vertices of some triangle in L. Since G is 
connected, there exists a path Pi joining y to f and a path PZ joining y to some vertex 
in T. But then the subgraph of ?? induced by {f, y} U 9 U P2 U T contains a G, and 
we are done. 
Next, we may assume that 
L includes a triangle having a nonempty intersection with N. (2) 
To see this, assume that (2) does not hold and let T denote the set of vertices of 
a triangle in L. By assumption T n N = 0, and so there exists a path P joining y to 
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some vertex in T (since G is connected). But then the subgraph of G induced by 
{y} UP U T along with any vertex in A4 contains a G, and we are done. 
Now (2) implies that L includes a triangle T such that T rl N # 0. (Here T denotes 
the set of vertices of the triangle.) We want to show that 
every vertex in L - T is T-universal. (3) 
To see this, let z be an arbitrary vertex in L - T that is not T-universal. First, as- 
sume that z is at distance two from y. If z is not T-null, then the subgraph of G 
induced by { y,z} U T along with any vertex in A4 is an 6 or a ?$ (i = 1,4,12) (in 
case lTnNI=l), an E (i=2,4) or a G (i=ll,13) (in case ITIINI=~), and a Gi 
(i = 10,15) (in case 1 T fl N I = 3), and we are done. If z is T-null, call x the vertex ad- 
jacent to both y and z in L. Then the subgraph of ?? induced by { y,x,z} U T along with 
anyvertexinMcontains anE(i=4,5)oraG(i=2,3,14) (incase JTnNl=l), an 
G or a Gi (i=6,9,10) (in case IT nNJ =2), and an F4 or a G (i = 4,15) (in case 
ITfIN =3), and again we are done. 
Next, assume that z EN. If (T n N I < 2, then the subgraph of ?? induced by { y,z} U T 
along with any vertex in A4 is an E (i = 2,5) or a G (i = 2,3,14) (in case (T n NI = 1) 
andanF3 oraG(i=6,8,9,10)(incase ITnNI=2),andwearedone.IfITnNI=3 
then call f any vertex in G at distance two from y (such a vertex exists since G is 
connected). If f E R, then G contains a G (i = 1,4), and we are done. If f EL then f 
is T-universal (otherwise we are in the previous case), and so f is a vertex of L - T 
(since we are assuming that IT n N I = 3 and that f is at distance two from y); but 
then the subgraph of ?? induced by { y,z, f } U T along with any vertex in M contains 
an Fs or a G (i = 6,8,9), and again we are done. 
Hence, to prove the validity of (3) it only remains to examine the case in which z 
is at distance greater than two from y. In fact, we shall show that 
no vertex of L is at distance greater than two from y. (4) 
To this purpose, assume that (4) does not hold, and so there exists a vertex z at 
distance three from y. If z is not T-null, clearly IT n NI <2 (otherwise z would be at 
distance two from y); but then the subgraph of G induced by { y,z} U T along with any 
vertex in M is an 5 or a Gi2 (in case IN n TI = 1) and a Gis (in case IN n TI = 2), 
and we are done. If z is T-null, call f the vertex at distance two from y which is 
adjacent to z. Clearly, f is T-universal (otherwise we are in a previous case). But 
then the subgraph of G induced by { y, f,z} U T is a Gis (in case IN n TI = 1 ), or a 
Gio (in case IN II TI = 2); moreover, in case IN n TI = 3, the subgraph of G induced 
by {y, f,z} U T along with any vertex in M contains a Gi3, and again we are done. 
Hence, we have shown that (4) holds, and so (3) is proved. 
Now, first assume that IN n TI < 2. If there exists a vertex in R at distance two 
from y, say z, then call x the vertex (in R) which is adjacent to both y and z. But 
then the subgraph of G induced by {z,x, y} U T is a G or a Gi2, and we are done. 
Otherwise, y is R-universal. Since G - y contains the complement of a triangle, there 
exist in R or in L two nonadjacent vertices, say si and ~2. If si,sz E R then s1,s2 EM 
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(since y is R-universal), and so the subgraph of G induced by {si,s2, y} U T is a G 
(i = 3,9), and we are done. If s1 and s2 are in L, then at least one of them, say s1 is 
in L - T, and so (3) implies that si is T-universal; but then also s2 is in L - T and is 
T-universal. Call x1 a vertex in T adjacent to y and call x2 a vertex in T nonadjacent 
to x (such vertices exists since, by assumption, IN n T/ = 1,2). But then the subgraph 
of G induced by {sl,s2,y,xi,x2} along with any vertex in A4 is a G (if y is adjacent 
to neither si nor sz), or a Gs (if y is adjacent to both si and SZ), or an F2 (if case Y 
is adjacent to precisely one of si and sz), and again we are done. 
Finally, assume that IN n TI = 3. Clearly, we may assume that for every other triangle 
in L different from T, either N contains precisely three vertices of the triangle or none 
(otherwise we are in the previous case). But then (3) implies that y is adjacent to every 
vertex in L. Now, since G - y contains the complement of a triangle, there exists in R 
two vertices, say si and ~2, such that sis2 $E. If at least one of si, s2 is not in A4 then 
it is easy to verify that G contains a 1 (i = 2,3,4), and we are done. Otherwise, both 
si and s? are in M. Now, let z be a vertex in R at distance two from y (such a vertex 
exists since G is connected). Clearly, we may assume that z is adjacent to both si and 
~2: if z is not adjacent to si then we are in the previous case with s2 replaced by z. 
But then the subgraph of G induced by { z,si ,SZ, y} along with any two vertices in T 
is a G, and again we are done. 
Case 2: G - y is disconnected. 
First, assume that there exists a component F of G - y that is both triangle-free 
and claw-free. Since F is either a path or a hole, F includes a vertex x that is not a 
cutpoint of G. Since the graph G -x is connected and since it contains both a triangle 
and a claw, by the minimality assumption, G - x is disconnected. But then we are in 
Case 1 with y replaced by x, and we are done. 
Hence, we may assume that every component of G - y contains a claw or a triangle. 
It follows that there always exist two connected components of G - y, say L and H, 
the first containing a triangle, the second a claw. Denote by R the set of vertices of 
G - L - y and by M the set of all neighbours of y in R. Let T be the set of vertices 
of a triangle in L and let C be the set of vertices of a claw in R. 
First, assume that M induces a clique in G. Since G is connected, there exist a 
path PI joining y to T and a path P2 joining y to C (the paths can have length one). 
But then it is easy to verify that the subgraph of G induced by C U P2 U {y} U PI U T 
contains an Hi (i 2 1 ), and we are done. 
Hence we may assume that M does not induce a clique in G, and so M contains two 
nonadjacent vertices, say rl and r2. If y is T-partial, then the subgraph of G induced 
by T U {y, 1-1, ~2) is an HI or a Gil ; if y is T-null then the subgraph of G induced 
by T U {y, t-1, t-1) along with a path joining y to T contains an Hi (i 2 1 ), and we are 
done. If y is T-universal, call z a vertex at distance two from y (such a vertex exists 
since G is connected); let x be the vertex adjacent to both z and y. If z E R then the 
subgraph of G induced by { ~1, rz,z, y} U T contains a Gs or a Gi4, as soon as z is not 
{ri,rz}-null; otherwise the subgraph of G induced by {YI,~~,z,x, y} U T contains a Gs 
or a Gls. If z is in L then the subgraph of G induced by {rl , r2, y, z} U T contains a 
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Fig. 6. 
Gts or a Gtt, as soon as z is not T-null; otherwise, the subgraph of G induced by 
{rt,rz, y,x,z} U T contains a Gs or a Gta, and again we are done. Hence the lemma 
follows. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a graph containing one of the graphs & (k = 1,2,3) in Fig. 6. 
If G has no homogeneous set then G contains an odd apple or one of the graphs 4 
(i= 1 ,...,8). 
Proof. Let H be the subgraph of G induced 
(N(a) nN(b)) - N(c) in case k = 1, 
N(a) - (N(b)UN(c)) in case k =2, 
by 
(N(a) nN(b)) - (N(c)uN(d)) in case k = 3. 
Note that H contains a Pa and that both P4 and its complement are connected; let Q 
be the largest connected induced subgraph of H such that Q is connected. Since Q is 
not a homogeneous set, G includes a Q-partial vertex X. Note that x 6 H (otherwise 
Q could be enlarged by x, contradicting its maximality). Let N denote the set of all 
the neighbours of x in G; write QO = Q - N, Qt = Q II N. Since Q is connected, some 
vertex in Qa is adjacent o some vertex in Qt ; since Q is connected, some vertex in 
Qo is nonadjacent to some vertex in Qt. It follows that there are vertices u, v,w such 
that u is adjacent o precisely one of v and w, and such that us Qa, VE Qt, WEQ~ or 
u E Qt , v E Qo, w E Qo. Hence, we must distinguish among four different cases. In each 
of the four cases we shall use the fact that x $ H, and so N(x)n {a, b, c} # {a, b} (in 
cases k = 1,3) and N(x)n {a, b, c} # (~7) (in case k = 2). 
Case 1: xu#E, XVEE, xw~E, UVEE, uw#E, and VWEE. 
In case k = 1, the subgraph of G induced by a, b, c, u, v, w,x contains an F2 (if 
W)n{a,b,c}={a}) or an F4 (if x is adjacent o neither a nor c) or an Fs (if 
N(x)n{a,b,c)={a,c}) or an F7 (otherwise), and we are done. In case k =2, the 
subgraph of G induced by a, b,c, u, v, w,x contains an F2 (if N(x)n{u, b,c} = {a,~}) 
or an F3 (if N(x)n{a,b,c}={a,b}) or an F7 (if x is adjacent to b and nonadjacent to 
a) or an F4 (otherwise), and we are done. In case k = 3, the subgraph of G induced by 
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a, b,c,d,u, v, w,x contains an F7 (if x is adjacent to d and is nonadjacent to b or if x 
is adjacent to c and is nonadjacent to a) or an F4 (otherwise), and again we are done. 
Case 2: xu@E, XVEE, XWEE, uv~E, uw@E, and vw$E. 
In case k = 1, the subgraph of G induced by a, b, c, u, v, w,x contains an F, (if x 
is adjacent to c and is nonadjacent to b) or an FJ (if x is adjacent to both b and 
c) or an F2 (otherwise), and we are done. In case k = 2, the subgraph of G induced 
by a, b,c, u, v, w,x contains an F2 (if x is adjacent to neither a nor b) or an F3 (if 
N(x)n{a,b,c) = {a,b}) or an F4 (if x is adjacent to both a and c) or an Fl (otherwise), 
and we are done. In case k = 3, the subgraph of G induced by a, b, c, d, u, v, w, x contains 
an F, (if x is adjacent to d and is nonadjacent to a or if x is adjacent to c and is 
nonadjacent to b) or an F2 (if x is adjacent to neither b nor d or if x is adjacent to 
neither a nor c) or an F4 (otherwise), and again we are done. 
Case 3: XUEE, xv$E, xw$E, WEE, uw$E, and VWEE. 
In case k = 1, the subgraph of G induced by a, b, c, u, v, w,x contains an F2 (if 
N(x)n {a, 6, c} = {a}) or an F3 (if x is adjacent to neither a nor c) or an Fe (if 
N(x)n{a,b,c} ={b,c)) or an F7 (if N(x)n{a, b,c} = {a, b,c}) or an F5 (otherwise), 
and we are done. In case k = 2, the subgraph of G induced by a, b, c, u, v, w,x con- 
tains an F2 (if N(x)n{a,b,c}={a,c}) or an F3 (if x is adjacent to neither a nor 
b or if N(x)n{a,b,c} = {a,b}) or an Fs (if x is adjacent to b and nonadjacent to 
a) or F4 (otherwise), and we are done. In case k = 3, the subgraph of G induced 
by a, b, c,d,u. v, w,x contains an F3 (if x is adjacent to neither b nor d or if x is 
adjacent to neither a nor c) or an Fs (if x is adjacent to c and nonadjacent to a 
or if x is adjacent to d and nonadjacent to b) or an F4 (otherwise), and again we 
are done. 
Case 4: XUEE, xv#E, xw$E, UVEE, uw#E, and tlw#E. 
In case k = 1, the subgraph of G induced by a, b,c, u, v, w,x contains an Fs (if x is 
adjacent to both b and c or if N(x)n{a, b,c} =0) or an F, (if N(x)n{a, b,c} = {b}) 
or an F2 (if N(x)n{a,b,c}={a}) or an Fs (otherwise), and we are done. In case 
k = 2, the subgraph of G induced by a, b, c, u, v, w,x contains an F2 (if x is adjacent 
to b and nonadjacent to a) or an F3 (if x is adjacent to both a and c) or an F, (if 
N(x)n{a,b,c) = {a,b}) or an FS (if N(x)n{a, b,c} = 0) or an odd apple (otherwise), 
and we are done. In case k = 3, the subgraph of G induced by a, b, c, d, u, v, w,x contains 
an Fz (if x is adjacent to c and nonadjacent to a or if x is adjacent to d and nonadjacent 
to b) or an F3 (if x is adjacent to both a and d or if x is adjacent to both b and c 
or if N(x)n{a,b,c,d}=0) or an F4 (otherwise), and again we are done. Hence, the 
lemma follows. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a graph containing both a claw and a triangle. Zf G has no 
homogeneous et then G contains an odd apple, or one of the graphs fi (i = 1,. ,12, ) 
or one of the graphs Ki (i > 1). 
Proof. Since G has no homogeneous set, both G and ?? are connected. Hence, Lemma 
3.2 guarantees that G contains an odd apple or one of the graphs F; (i = 1,. . . ,7) or one 
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of the graphs Gi (i = 1,. . . , 15) or an Hi (i > 1). Let us distinguish among eight cases; 
the order of the cases is important, many of them relying on previous ones. 
Case 1: G contains a G,. 
Let H be the subgraph of G induced by (N(a) fl N(b)) - (N(c) U N(d)) and let 
Q be the component of H that includes u and w. Since Q is not a homogeneous set, 
G includes a Q-partial vertex x. Trivially, x is not a vertex of H. Hence, Q includes 
an edge u’w’ such that x is adjacent o precisely one of v’ and w’. Now it is easy 
to verify that the subgraph of G induced by a, b, c, d, v’, w/,x contains at least one of 
Fi, F2, F3, FJ, Fs or an RI; if G contains an RI then, by Lemma 3.3, G contains an odd 
apple or an Z$ (i = 1,. . . ,8), and we are done. 
Case 2: G contains a Gi with i=2 or i=3, or i=4 or i=5. 
Since {u, w} is not a homogeneous set, G includes a vertex x adjacent o precisely 
one of v and w. Now it is easy to verify that G contains at least one of F3, Fd,Fs,F7 
or a Gi in case i = 2, that G contains at least one of F,, Fz,Fs,Fe, F7 or a Gi in case 
i = 3, that G contains at least one of F2, FJ, F4, Fs, F7 or a Gi in case i = 4, and that G 
contains at least one of F2, F3, FJ, Fs, F6, F7 or a Gi in case i = 5, and we are done. 
Case 3: G contains a Gg. 
Let A denote the set (N(a)nN(b)) - (N(c)UN(d)). Since {a,~} is not a homo- 
geneous set, G includes a vertex x adjacent o precisely one of v and w, say v. If 
x #A then it is easy to verify that G contains at least one of F2, F~,F~,F~,FI or an 
R2; if G contains an R2 then Lemma 3.3 assures that G contains an odd apple or an 
fi (i= l,..., 8), and we are done. Hence we may assume that x E A. Let H be the 
subgraph of G induced by 
and let Q be the component of H that includes x and v. Since Q is not a homogeneous 
set, G includes a Q-partial vertex y. Trivially, y $ H. Hence, Q includes an edge X’U’ 
such that y is adjacent o precisely one of x’ and v’. Now it is easy to verify that the 
subgraph of G induced by a, b, c, d, w, v’, x’, y contains at least one of Fl, F2, F3, F4, Fg 
or an R2 or an odd apple; if G contains an R2 then Lemma 3.3 assures that G contains 
an odd apple or an 4 (i = 1, . . . ,8), and again we are done. 
Case 4: G contains a Gi with i = 7 or i = 8 OY i = 9. 
Let H be the subgraph of G induced by 
(N(a)nN(b)) - (N(c)UN(d)) in case i = 7, 
N(a) - (N(b)UN(c)UN(d)) in case i = 8, 
(N(a)nN(b)nN(c)) - N(d) in case i = 9, 
and let Q be the component of H that includes v and w. Since Q is not a homogeneous 
set, G includes a Q-partial vertex x. Trivially, x is not a vertex of H. Hence, Q includes 
an edge v’w’ such that x is adjacent o precisely one of v’ and w’. Now it is easy to 
verify that the subgraph of G induced by a, b,c,d,v’,w’,x contains at least one of 
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fi,Fs,F, or one of Gl,Gd,Gs (in case i=7), one offi,F~,F3,Fb,Fg or a G6 or an odd 
apple (in case i = 8), and one of Fj,Fd,Fs or one of Gq, G6 (in case i = 9). 
Case 5: G contains a Gi with i=lO or i=ll, or i=12 or i=13. 
Since {u, w} is not a homogeneous set, G includes a vertex x adjacent to precisely 
one of v and w. Now it is easy to verify that G contains at least one of Fz,F~,F~,F~ or 
one of Gi, Gs or an odd apple (in case i = lo), one of F2, F3, FJ or one of Gi, Gs (in 
case i= 11) one ofFz,Fs,FT or one of Gi,Gs (in case i= 12) and one of FJ,Fd,F5,FT 
or a Gs (in case i = 13) and we are done. 
Case 6: G contains a G14. 
Let H be the subgraph of G induced by N(a) - (N(b) UN(c) UN(d)) and let Q 
be the component of H that includes v and w. Since Q is not a homogeneous set, G 
includes a Q-partial vertex x. Trivially, x is not a vertex of H. Hence, Q includes an 
edge v’w’ such that x is adjacent to precisely one of v’ and w’. Now it is easy to verify 
that the subgraph of G induced by a, b,c,d, VI, w’,x contains at least one of F,,Fz, Fs 
or one of Gz,Gg,Glo, and we are done. 
Case 7: G contains a G15. 
Let A denote the set (N(a)fW(b)) - (N(c)UN(d)). Since {v,w} is not a homoge- 
neous set, G includes a vertex x adjacent to precisely one of v and w, say v. If x #A 
then it is easy to verify that G contains at least one of FJ, F~,Fs,F~,F~, and we are 
done. Hence, we may assume that x EA. Let H be the subgraph of G induced by 
(Ma)nN(b)) - (N(c)UN(d)uN(w)), 
and let Q be the component of H that includes x and v. Since Q is not a homogeneous 
set, G includes a Q-partial vertex y. Trivially, y $! H. Hence, Q includes an edge x’v’ 
such that y is adjacent to precisely one of x’ and v’. Now it is easy to verify that the 
subgraph of G induced by a, b,c,d, w, v’,x’, y contains at least one of F3, FJ,F~,F~ or 
an R3; if G contains an R3 then Lemma 3.3 assures that G contains an odd apple or 
an fi (i= l,..., 8) and again we are done. 
Case 8: G contains un Hi (i>l). 
Let H be the subgraph of G induced by 
( 
i 
N(YO)- U N(Yj)UN(WZ)UN(V2) 1 
j=l 1 
and let Q be the component of H that includes vi and wi. Since Q is not a homoge- 
neous set, G includes a Q-partial vertex xi. Trivially, xi is not a vertex of H. Hence 
Q includes an edge v’w’ such that xl is adjacent to precisely one of v’ and w’. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that v’ coincides with vi and w’ coincides with wl. 
We shall use induction on i. For this purpose, first assume that i = 1. 
If xlyo E E then it is easy to see that G contains at least one of Fi, F4 or a Gii, 
and we are done. If xi ye 9 E then G contains an FI or a G6 or an odd apple, as soon 
as xi is (~72, w2}-partial or xi yi E E. Hence, we may assume that niyi @E and that xi 
is either {vz,w~}-null or {vz,wz}-universal. Since {VZ,WZ} is not a homogeneous set, 
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G includes a vertex x2 adjacent to precisely one of u2 and ~2. Clearly, x2 is either 
{q,wi}-null or {vi, wi}-universal (otherwise we fall back to the case when xi is both 
{VI, WI}-partial and (~2, w2}-partial with xi replaced by x2). But then it is easy to 
verify that G contains at least one of Fl , F2, F3, F4, Flo or one of Gs, Gi4 or a K1 or an 
odd apple, and again we are done. 
Now, assume that the theorem holds whenever G contains an Ht with 16 t <i. Recall 
that, by assumption, G contains an Hi. We distinguish among three subcases. 
Subcase 8.1: xl y. E E. 
If xiyl $ E then the subgraph of G induced by {xl, ui, WI, yo, ~1, ~2) is an F5 or 
a Gg, and we are done. Hence, assume that xiyi E E. If xi is adjacent to no other 
vertex of Hi then the subgraph of G induced by {xi, ye, yi, . . . , yi, ~2, ~2) is Hi-i, and 
so, by the induction hypothesis, the theorem holds. Hence, we may assume that xi is 
adjacent to some vertex in A = (~2,. . . , yi,w2,u2}. Now, if xi is adjacent to any vertex 
in A - (~2) then it is easy to see that the subgraph of G induced by such a vertex 
along with wi, v1 ,x1, yo, y1 induces an F4, and we are done. Hence, we may assume 
that xl is (A - {yZ})-null and that ~1.~2 E E. Let L be the subgraph of G induced by 
{~l,YO,Yl,..., Yi,w2,v2}. If i=2 then L is a G 11, and we are done; if i > 2 then L is 
an Hi-l, and so by the induction hypothesis, again we are done. 
Subcase 8.2: xi yo #E and x1 yj E E for some 1% j < i. 
Note that, if x1 is { ~2, uz}-universal, then the subgraph of G induced by (~0, wi, vi, 
xi, ~2, 02) is an HI, and so, by the induction hypothesis, the theorem holds. Hence, we 
may assume that xi is not {w~,Q}-universal. 
Let q = max{ j : xl yj E E, 16 j 6 i}. If q = 1 then the subgraph of G induced by 
{xi, vl, wl, ya, yl, ~2) is an Fl, and we are done. If q = i then it is easy to verify 
that the subgraph of G induced by Hi along with xi contains an odd apple or an 
F3 or at least one of Gs, Gio (in case i =2), and that the subgraph of G induced by 
{w2,02,yo,x1,yi,yi_l, VZ,WZ} contains at least one of Gio, Gls or an HZ (in case i > 2), 
and we are done. Hence we may assume that 1 < q < i. It follows that xi is (~2, VZ}- 
null, for otherwise, the subgraph of G induced by {ya, wi,ui,xl,w2,v2,yq} contains an 
HI, and so, by the induction hypothesis, the theorem holds. But then it is easy to verify 
that the subgraph of G induced by Hi along with xi contains an odd apple or an Hi-2 
(in case q = 2), and that the subgraph of G induced by (w2, v2, yo,xl, yq,. . .) yi, U2,w2} 
contains an Hi--q+2 (in case q > 2), and again we are done. 
Subcase 8.3: xlyj$E for every j=O,l,...,i. 
As in the previous subcase, if xi is adjacent to both v2 and w2 then the subgraph of 
G induced by {wi,vi, ya,xi,w2,v2} is an HI, and we are done. If x1 is {~2,u2}-partial, 
then the subgraph of G induced by Hi along with xi contains an F11 (in case i = 2), 
an odd apple (in case i = 3), an Fi2 (in case i = 4), and a Kj (in case i > 4). Hence, 
we may assume that xi is {w2,v2}-null. 
Since {WZ, ~2) is not a homogeneous set, then G includes a vertex x2 that is adjacent 
to precisely one of 02 and ~2. If xzyi E E then it is easy to verify that the subgraph of 
G induced by (x2, u2,w2,yiryi-i,yi-_2} is one of F2, F3, F4 or a Gs, and we are done. 
Hence, we may assume that Xzyi $!E. 
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Clearly, x2 is either {ui, wi }-null or { ui, w1 }-universal, for otherwise we are in a 
previous case (with xi replaced by X2). 
First, assume that x2 is {WI, UI }-universal. Note that, if ~2x1 E E then the subgraph 
of G induced by {x~,ui,wi,x2, yi, t.9. ~2) contains a G6 and that if Xzyi_i E E, then 
the subgraph of G induced by (01, WI,X~,U~, w2,yi,yi_l} contains a G14. Hence, we 
may assume that ~2x1 $ E and X2yi_ 1 $ E. If xzyo $ E then the subgraph of G induced 
by {xt, vi, WI, ~,J,xz,v~, ~2) contains an F3; otherwise, the subgraph of G induced by 
{v~,w~,x~,~v~,y~_~,y~,u~,w~} contains an odd apple, as soon as i =2, and contains an 
Hz. as soon as i > 2. 
Now, assume that x2 is (~1, WI}-null. If ~2x1 E E and if x2 is adjacent to some yj 
(O<j < i), then it is easy to verify that the subgraph of G induced by {wi, q,xi,x2, yo, 
y,, ~2, ~2) contains an FI (if j = 0), or an odd apple (if j = l), or an HZ (if j>2, and 
so i > 2), and we are done; if ~2x1 E E and if x2 is adjacent to no yj (06 j < i), 
then it is easy to verify that the subgraph of G induced by Hi along with x1 and x2 
contains an odd apple (in case i = 2 or i = 4), an F12 (in case i = 3), and an H4 (in 
case i > 4), and again we are done. Hence, we may assume that ~2x1 @E, and so x2 
is {Xl,Wi,Vi,yi}-null. 
If x2 is adjacent to no yj (06 j<i - 1) then G contains a Ki, and we are done. 
Otherwise, let q = min{ j : x2_vj E E, 0 <j < i - I>. If x2 is adjacent to no other yj then 
it is easy to verify that the subgraph of G induced by H, along with xi and x2 contains 
a Gia (if q = 0), or a K4 (otherwise), and we are done. Moreover, if xzyq+i $ E then 
the subgraph of G induced by {xl, ~1, ~1, ~0,. . . , y,,yq+~,x2} contains a GIO (if q=O) 
or an H4 (if q > 0), and again we are done. 
Hence, we must assume that x2yq+l E E, and so i aq + 2. If Xzyi_i $ E, clearly 
i >/ q + 3, but then the subgraph of G induced by { yq, y,+i, yi_ 1, yi, ~2, w2,xz) contains 
an odd apple (if i =q + 3), or an HZ (if i > q + 3), and we are done. Otherwise 
Xz_vi-i EE; but then the subgraph of G induced by {)‘q,yq+~,yI_-l,yI,u2,w2,x2} contains 
an FI (in case i = q + 2), an FS (in case i = q + 3) and a Gi4 (in case i > q + 3). and 
again we are done. Thus, the theorem is proved. n 
Finally, we are able to prove Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let G be an arbitrary graph. 
First, we shall show that G cannot have both properties (i) and (ii). For this purpose, 
assume the contrary: G satisfies both (i) and (ii). Since G satisfies (i), it arises by 
substitution from the graphs G1, G2, . . . , Gk. Clearly, we can assume that each Gi has 
no homogeneous set, and so Gi is bipartite or claw-free. But then no Gi satisfies (ii). 
But, by assumption, G satisfies (ii), which is impossible since no odd apple and no 
graph in Figs. 1 and 2 contains a homogeneous set. 
Now assume that G fails to satisfy (i). We only need prove that G satisfies (ii); for 
this purpose, we may assume that all proper subgraphs of G satisfy (i). It follows that 
G contains no homogeneous set (for otherwise, G would also satisfy (i)). Clearly, G 
is not bipartite and it contains a claw. 
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If G contains a triangle, then Theorem 3.4 guarantees that G contains an odd apple 
or one of the graphs 8 (i = 1,. . . ,12) or a Ki (i> l), and we are done. 
Hence, we may assume that G is triangle-free. We shall show that G must contain 
an odd apple. Since G is not bipartite, G contains an odd hole H; since G contains 
a claw, G contains properly H; since H is not a homogeneous set, G includes an 
H-partial vertex X. Now, let N denote the set of vertices of H that are adjacent o x. 
Clearly, we may assume that INI 22 (otherwise we are done). Since G is triangle-free, 
no pair of vertices in N is adjacent. Since H has an odd number of edges, it is easy 
to verify that there exist two vertices in N, say xi and xj, such that xi and Xj are joined 
in H by a path P of odd length (odd number of edges) and such that all vertices of 
P different from xi and xj are not in N. 
First, assume that H has precisely five vertices, and so N = {xi,xj}. Let y be the 
vertex in H that is adjacent o both xi and xi; since {x, y} is not a homogeneous set, 
G includes a vertex z that is adjacent o precisely one of x and y. Now it is easy to 
verify that the subgraph of G induced by H along with x and z contains an odd apple, 
and we are done. 
Next, assume that H has at least seven vertices. Let y be the vertex of H outside 
P that is adjacent o Xi. If yxj $ E then the subgraph of G induced by P along with 
x and y is an odd apple, and we are done. Hence, we may assume that YXj E E. It 
follows that xi and xj are at distance two in H, and SO N = {xi,Xj}. Clearly, we may 
assume that for every odd hole H’ in G of size at least seven and for every vertex x’ 
that is H-partial, the vertex x’ is adjacent o precisely two vertices of H’ which are at 
distance two in H’. 
Now, since {x, y} is not a homogeneous set, there exists in G a vertex, say z, which 
is adjacent o precisely one of x and y, say x. Since H - y +x induces an odd hole 
H’ having the same size as H and since z is H’-partial, by assumption, z is adjacent 
to a vertex Xk in H’ that is at distance two from x and z is adjacent o no other vertex 
in P. But Xk is a vertex of H, and so the subgraph of G induced by H along with z 
is an odd apple, and so the theorem is proved. 0 
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